[Vol.8, and falling through the height h, the values of h being given in the figure. It will be seen that k increases very rapidly with the number of shocks when the current is flowing, and that k decreases more or less after the current is cut off. The final asymptotic values of k in both cases depend on h.The scale for the ordinate k is so chosen that the value of k for the inverse Wiedemann effect, (i.e.before any shock is given) is taken as 100.We see therefore that the nickel bar prepared by thetreatment shown in Fig. 1 . is permanently circularly magnetized, and has k of the same order of magnitude as in the inverse Wiedemann effect. Next, Table 1 . shows the comparative values of k for several kinds of materials after the same treatment.
From these results, it may be seen that nickel is most suitable for the purpose to be mentioned afterwards, though some carbon steels give better results in test pieces of a small diameter. No. 5.] The Magnetostriction of a Circularly Magnetized Bar. 153 Such a circularly magnetized bar with a known coefficient k may be used to measure a mechanical forceby causing it to twist the bar by a suitable arrangement.
The resulting magnetic flux produced in the bar may be measured by a device shown in Fig.2 .If a bar having a coefficient greater than 10inTable
1. is used, even a feeble twisting moment, say 1kg. cm., can easily be detected by an ordinary oscillograph or a galvanometer without any amplification. For most purposes, a nickel bar with a diameter of 1cm.or more is found to be just convenient. Though the detailed explanation is nothere dealt with, we may mention some examples which have been used with satisfactory results. Firstly, as an indicator of transverse or torsional vibrations, the present device can be used to indicate the vibrations at a distant place. Next, it may also be used for the measurement of a mechanical force varying rapidly. Fig.3 .gives an oscillogram recording torsional vibrations of a rotating shaft, while Fig. 4 . shows the effect of a shock caused by a hammer. 
